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AN U-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNEL

By Charles H. McLelMn, Thcmas W. Williams,
and ~tchel H. Bertram

SUMMARY

Flow surveys have been made in the first of several.nozzles to be
investigated in an U-inch hypmsonic tunnel. The nozzle WFLSdesfwed
by the =thod of characteristics for a Mach mniber of 6.98.Two
2+ii&msional. steps were used: the first step eqded the air in the
horizontal plane to a Mach nuniberof 4.36and the second in the vertical
plane to a Mach number of 6.98.

The test results showed that, eJthough’a maximum llachnuniberof
about 6.5was o%tained, the flow in the test section was not sufficiently
uniform for quantitative wind+hmnel test purposes. Deviations from the
design flow &re
developed in the

WindAunnel

traced to the presence of a thick boundary layer which
first step along the ~lel walls.

INTRODUCTION

equipaent capable of producing Mach numbers in excess
of 5 is needed to provide basic aerodynamic data in the hypersonic speed
remge. Above a Mach nuniberof approximately 4, however, the.difficulties
of obtaining acceptable flow in a wind tunnel increase rapidly with
Mach number. Among the factors involved are the large ~ea e~ion
ratios, the large variations in static wesswe fi~ the settl~
chamber to the test section, the large tempe=ture reduction that takes
place through the nozzle, and the large pressure ratios required to
maintain the flow.

A project was undertaken involving the construction-of a pilot
h~rsonic tind tunnel in which the flow problems could be studied.
An intermittent type of tumnel was chosen which Uscharged air from a
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high-pressure tank with an initial pressure or about 50 atmospheres
through the nozzle and test section into a vacuum tank. This type of *t-

unnel was selected so that very high pressure ratios could be provided
—

across the system. A test section 10 inches square was selected as
approximately the smallest practical size from the consideration of
accuracy of construction, test+odel dimensions, and flow-survey details. ““ ““-
Operation of the hywrsonic tunnel was begun lkwember 26,1947. The
first of a series of nozzles investigated in this tunnel was the two-
step or doulh+ex~ion M = 6.98 nozzle discussed in this wpr.
Included in the series of nozzles is a single-step nozzle, designed
for M = 7.0,which is currently under investigation. The scope of the

.-

present -per Is limlted to the investigation of the flow through the
two-step nozzle.
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Mach nuniber

wall-static pressure

settlin&ch@nber pressure

sta~tion pressure after a normal shook

cone-surface static pressure

settlin~hamber temperature, ‘F absolute

stagnation temperature, ‘F absolute _.

apparent boundary-layer thiclmess

flow angle in horizontal plane

flow angle In vertical plane

ratio of specific heats (7 = 1.40)

--

shock angle

longitudinal station measured from throat (table 1)

lateral station measured from vertical center l@e (table I)

vertical station measured from horizontal center llne (table I)
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THE F’ROBLEMSOF THE HKE!ERSONICTUNNEL

●

As mentioned previously, this investigateion was undertaken to study
the problems to be
important of these

(1) The large

(2) The large
the flow

(3) The large
through the nozzle

(4) The large

mt indesigning hypersonic tunnels. The most
problems result-

area ratios

pressure ratios

frmn the following factors:

across the system required to maintain

decrease in free+tream temperature that takes place

.

variations in static pressure through the nozzle

The large area expsion from the first minimum, or M = 1 section,
to the test section, or final Mach number section (104.1:1 at M = 7),
creates many difficulties. In general, it means that the first minimum
area becomes very small and requires ertremely acctrmte machine work.
The flow in the nozzle is also very sensitive to small boundary-layer
changes at the first minimum. For the approxktely l&inch+quare
test section of the nozzle used in this investigation, the first minimum
area is about 1 squsre inch. In a conventional two-dimensional nozzle,
this would amount to a slit 1/10 inch high and 10 inches wide, whereas
at a lkch nuniberof 10 this slit would be reduced to a height of about
0.020 inch. Nozzles which avoid the need for a thin slit-like first
minimum are the two-step nozzle which may have en almost square throat
and the thre~imensional nozzle. The three-dimensional form of nozzle
involves msny design problems, particularly if optical viewing of the
flow is required.

Also encountered at the high Mach nu?ibersis the difficulty’of
‘-—

providing the large pressure ratios required to drive the tunnel. ,,For
example, the stagnatio~pressure ratio across a normal shock at M –
is about 65,while at M

y7
= 10 it becomes about 328. Use of these shock

losses as a rough index to the required pressure ratios indicates that,
with reasonable size and densities, large amounts of power will be
required to drive a hypersonic tunnel. Of course, by the use of second
minimums (that is, an area reduction after the test section) a
substantial reduction in the pressure ratio required to maintain flow
can be expected.

A third major obstacle to overcome in order to obtain a satisfactory
flow is the heati~ requirement. In order to maintain the static
temperature of the air above the liquefaction temperature in the test
section, the sta+gation temperature must be increased to a point at

COKE’IDENTIAL
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which many structural problems are encountered and the design of heaters
is etiremely difficult. Thus, with a 50+tmosphere stagnation pressure
atX= .7,a stagnation tem~rature of about 640° F is.required to
maintain the air above the liquefaction pint. At M =_10, this temper-
ature increases to approximately 1400° F. The liquefaction temperature
of air was assumed to be that of oxygen at Its,x@ial pressure.
Slightly higher temperatures than these are ~eferable because of the
difficulties of evaluating the ratio of the specific heats near the
liquef~tion pint and the intereffect of the,cmnponents of the air on
the liquefaction point.

The wide range of pressures experienced,ln the nozzle gives rise
to some difficulties. Thus, the methods of measurement must be changed
from those used In normal.wind-tunnel practice. For example, the
optical means of observing the,flow must be gsremely sensitive because
of the extremely low densities encountered in the test:.section,even
with reasonably high stagnation pressures. me pressures in the test
section are low even with stagnation pressurep of the order of
50 atmospheres. These low pressures make the accurate memwrement of
pressures difficult. High stagnation pressures are abo required if
the realm of aerodynamics in which the man i%ee wth of the gas
molecules becomes appreciable is to be avoided.

Over the wide range of ~essures and te~ratures encountered in
hypersonic wind tunnels, some deviation from the perfect gas laws can
be ex~cted; These effects are somewhat minindzed by using a high
stagnation temperature with the high stagnation pressure. For a Mach
number 7 tunnel with stagnation pressures up to 50atmospheres and a
sta~tion temyrature around 1000° F absoltip, the imperfect gas effects
can be neglected. — —

Several of these foregoing factors tend to have a large but
difficult-t~yze effect on the boundary layer found in the nozzle.
High stagnation temwratures and heat conduction th~ough the boundary
layer tend to cause large viscosity grad~ents. In the.portio~ of the
nozzle in which large static-pressure gradients occur, there is a large
stabilizing effect on the boundsry layer tending to keep it laminar and
thin. The Reynolds nuniberis also of importance inasmuch as a high
Reynolds number has a destabilizing effect on the lamlnar boundary
layer.

.

APPARATUS

General descritiion.-The hyprsonic tunnel of this inve~tigatlon,
which was designed @mari.ly to o~rate over a range Of Mach numbers
from 6 to 10, is shown schematically In figure 1. The high pressure
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ratio required to overcame shock and boundary-layer losses is supplied
by discharging air from a higl+pressure tank to a vacuum tank. These
tanks are shown in figures 2 and 3. The high-~essure tank stores
400 cubic feet of 5&atmosphere air which is emitted through a motorized
21~-inch valve to a heat exchanger where the air is heated. l?romthe

heat exchanger, the air passes through a quick+pening” valve to the
settling chamber, then t@ough the nozzle, and by way of a 24-inch valve
to the cooler, and into the 12,00&cubic-f cot vacuum tank. The portion
of the tunnel from”the heat exchanger to the 24-inch valve is shown in
figure 4.

The tunnel, slthough of the intermittent type, has a closed system
wherein the air in the vacuum tank is pumped back into the high+ressure
tank by means of a vacumn pump and a thre~tage compressor connected in
series. Reuse of test air by mems of the closed system reduces the

-g problem. As shown in the dia~t ic arrangement (fig. 1), the
two pumps are driven sbultaneously from a ccmmon drive. After leaving
the last stage of the compressor, the air ~sses through an oil and
moisture trap and an air filter before being dried and discharged to
the high-pressure tenk. The _ is accomplished at the pressure of
50 atmospheres at which it is possible to remove approximately all but
one pz’t of water in two million -s of air, thereby eliminating
virtually any possibility of the water vapor’s affecting the flow. The
air in the dryer is maintained at the high pressure by a regulating
valve on the discharg6 side.

The heat exchanger is of the heat+t orage type and is shown in
cutaway in figure 5. It consists of a cast alloy steel case packed with
copmr tubing. The tubing is arranged in four grouFs to reduce the rate
of heat conduction frcxuthe downstream end to the upstream extremity
which is cooled most during the running period, thus ~intaining the
temperature of the air leaving the heater essentially constant. The
heat exchanger is brought up to tempn’ature over a long period of time
by heating elements wrapped around the case.

This heater has several disadvantages, the most objectionable.being
a coppe~xide scale which forms on the copper tubing with the result
that ~icles af scale are swept downstream during the period of
running. Most of this scale was being carried into the nozzle with the
initial blast of air as the quick+wning valve was opened. Much of the
copper oxide could be eliminated from the stream by using the mu6h more
slowly opening motorized valve upstream of the heat exchanger to start
the run. Heating the heat gxchenger while evacuated or while filled
with an
scaling

inert gas such as nitrogen in order
was also advantageous.

to retard the rate of

coImImNTIAL
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Another difficulty encountered with the heat exchanger is the poor
heat conduction from the heaters to the innermost tubes. This factor
requires a lengthy heating period and effectively llmitg the maximum
temperature of the air out of the heater to about 850° F.

In order to avoid havinR a hitilkch number stream with a high
stagnation pressure entering-the k–rge tube downstream of the noz;le and ‘-
possibly damaging the turning vanes and cooler during the first few
seconds of running time when extremely high pyessure ratios are
available, a choke or reduced+rea section was placed in the passageway
ahead of a 2&inch valve. The choke was of such a size that su~rsonic
flow could not be established In the 2-foot pipe upstream of the choke
so that a shock loss and a reduced total pressure occurred upstream of
the coolers and vanes.

A cooler was placed before the vacuum tamk in order to cool the hot
air and thus increase the effectiveness of the vacuum tank.

An additional vacuum pump capable of obtaining very high vacuums
was also provided in order to reduce the vacuup tank and tunnel pressure
sufficiently to allow tests to be made with stagnation pressures as low
as 1 atmosphere.

NQLZ!&- The nozzle surveyed.is of the double-expansion type. In
this form of nozzle, the first minimum is more nearly square than that
in the slngle+tep two-dimensional nozzle. T@ first step expands the
gas two-dimensionally to a Mach number intermediate between unity and
the final Mach number. In the second step, the gas expands at right
angles to tha,tin the first expansion to the final Mach nuuiber. The
nozzle tested is shown in figure 6 with the top plate of the first
expansion and one of the side plates of the second ex&ansion removed to
show the nozzle contours. Another view is shown in figure 7 which
includes a test-section side plate with a schlieren vieying window in
place. The nozzle is shown in place in the tunnel in figure 8.

The method of characteristics was used to design both steps of the
nozzle. The throat is l.~00 inches high by 0.667 inoh wide, thus the
first minimum area is 1 square inch. The first nozzle was designed
to expmd air from the throat to a section l.~0 inches high by
9.950 inches wide with a lkch nrmiberof 4.36.The second expansion
commences with a sudden break of 10.25° in the 9.95&hch+ride wall and
expands the air to a final design Mach nuniberof 6.98.The test-section
dimensions tith this nozzle are 9.950 inches in tidth by 10.514 inches
In height.

.—
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The nozzle design ordinates are presented in table..I. These we . ._
the theoretical ordinates based on the method of characteristics with .

no allowance for boundary layer. .-
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The large range of conditions through the nozzle associated with
the high Mach number and the short time of operation available have
required considerable change in techniques and procedures of surveying
the flow from those commonly used.

I&essure reoordiq .-Wall pressures, for example, vary from
~ atmospheres in the settlbg chsmber to about 10 millimeters of
mercury or less in the test section. The pressures and operating
conditions at these extremes make conventional manometers impractical.
Furthermore, the short duration of the run requires that a short time lag

and a time history of the pressures be obtained. (The settling+haniber
pressure, for example, may vary during a run from k6 atmospheres at the
start of the rmn to 34 atmospheres at the end.)

The pressure-recording instruments shown in figures 9 and 10 were
develo~d for this project by the Instrument Research Division of the
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory and are an adaptation of a t~ used in
flight. The bellows of the low-pressure cells is of the nesting type
so that it can be exposed to atmospheric pressure without damage. The
internally evacuated bellows expands when the etiernal pressure is
reduced; this e~ion is converted into a rotation of a small mirror
which reflects a beam of light to a moving film, thereby giving a time
history of the pressure. An accuracy of about one-half of 1 percent of
full+cale deflection can be obtained through careful calibration and
reading of the records of the extreme low-pressure measuring cells.
The accuracy is of the seineorder for the cells in the range up to
2 atmosmeres; however, since the full+cale deflections of these cells
are not usually obtained during tests, an average accuracy of about
1 percent is obtained for individual test points. For the instrument
cells used in the measurement of pressures in the ranges above
2 atmospheres, an accuracy of 1 percent at full-scale deflection is
obtained. The instruments are insensitive to room temperature over the
range normally encountered in testing.

Schlieren system.- The schlieren system used is of the double-
traverse coincident type as shown in figure 11. The system was so
constructed that either horizontal or vertical viewing through the test
section, vertical viewing through the first ex’gansion,and horizontal
viewing through the second expansion could be obtained. The double-
traverse coincident type of schlieren system was used because of the
high degree of sensitivity such a system affords. A large radius of
curvature (20 ft) on the 12-inch+iiameter spherical mirror was alse
used to obtain a high sensitivity. AAthough the ~th of light rays
through the section being viewed is conical, the deviation from parallel
is negligible in most cases because of the large radius of curvature and

CONFIDENTIAL
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the small effective aperture of this mirror. The system has been found
to be extremely sensitive; in fact, it is lhlted primarily by the -.

quality of the windows which were the best available at the tires. A
schlieren photograph of the windows is shown in figure 12(a). An
indication of the schlieren sensitivity canbe obtained fi%sifigure 12(b),
which Is a schlieren photogra~ of the flow about a 4°-included-engle
cone at a Mach number of 6.5. At this Mach nu@er, the theoretical
density change across a shock on the cone is only about 1.3 percent of
the free-stream density which is about 6 to 7 percent of atmospheric
density. These shock pattens frmnthe 4° cone were tooclose to the
limiting sensitivity for consistently good schlieren photographs to be ‘ “-–
obtained, therefore, the ma~orlty of the tests were made using a
10°-included+ngle cone, and a few tests were made with a 5° cone. A
schlieren photograph of the flow about the 100,-coneused in the survey
is shown in figure 13, along with a photograph with no flow showing the ““ - ‘--
window flaws and reference lines. The density increase across the shock
from the 10° cone is theoretically about 18 times as great as that for
the 4° cone. The schlleren photographs were ol~ained with the use of a
mercury vapor lamp smd an exposure of 1/50 of a second.

ME?I!HODSAND X!ROCIIDURES

Wall pressures.- Static wall pressures along the nozzle were
obtained from 0.02>inch+Wzmeter orifices b the side wall plates.
!l?heaepressures,were used in con~unctlon with the settMn&ohaniber

.

pressure or the total.pressures to determine Mach numher~”. —

Cone
.

pressures.- J?ressureswere obtained from orifices installed
on the siu’veycones. For example, cm the 10°-included+ngle cone,
orifices were located 90° apart as shown in figure 14.

The ratio of the average cone surface pressure to the value of the
stagnation pressure after the normal shock pot frcm the pressure-

recovery survey at each station was used to obtain the Mach number. The
method of computing the flow about cones &cm references 1, 2,3, and4
combined with the normal shock equations was u@ed to determine the Mach
number and flow angles. This method assumes uniform irrotatlonal flow.

.—

... .-

Schlleren survey.- llachnumbers and flow angles have been determined
from schlieren photographs of the shocks from cones. With uniform flow,
the Mach number and flow angle may be obtained from the shock angles by
using the theoretical studies of the flow about cones parallel to the
flow and cones at small angles of yaw of references 1 and 2 and the
tabulated values in references 3 and4. h this present Investigation,
however, the flow is nonuniform with large variations In-both flow angle
and Mach number.

cc)NFIDmIAL
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For the purpose of obtainimg approximate
in the present investigation, the shock angle

9

measurements of the flow
at aQY point is assumed to

be a unique function of the cone single,the Mach nu&&~ and the flow
angle immediately ahead of the shock at “the mint under consideration.
This assumption is exact o~y when the strength of the shock is reduced
to zero. With the relatively weak shock from the cones tested, however,
this assumption is believed to give reasonably good accuracy.

Because it is impossible to make a cone with a @rfect mint and to
maintain a fine point for a series of tests, and because the effects of
boundary-layer growth are the greatest at the point of the cone, the
shock angles were not measured at the vertex. Instead, the shock angles
were measured at two arbitrary stations located approxktely 2
and 4 inches from the vertex of the cone. The shock angles were plotted
against position (Y-is on diagram) with the use of the station on the
shock as the point under investigation. ~ the following diagram
Ela is plotted against Ya and eb against Yb. Thus, in this fashion,

two curves are obtahd, one for the lower shock from the cone and the
other for the upper shock. lWom the faired curves of these plots is

i
—.- —Li –+___

Refewnce Z[ne
— -—
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obtained the value of the up~r and lower shock angles at the station.
The average of these angles is used to determine the Mach number.

As shown in the figure, this procedure is assuqed to give the same
results as if a perfect cone with the same angle as the test cone were
placed at the stations being investigated (Ya and ~ on diagram) and

the shocks from its vertex measured.

The flow angle at a station can be expressed as a function of the
difference in the shock angles and the Mach mmiber, which MS been
determined. For exemple, at any point Y being investigated for a
given cone angle

2.9
c =— ..

f(M)

Thus, by means bf the tables of reference 3, the flow angle is determined
in the viewing plane of the schlieren system.

Disturbance patterrm.- Disturbance Wtterns in the first expemsion
were obtained by the use of the schlieren s~stem. Thin tapes about
0.0037 inch thick and 1/4.and 1/2 inch wide were used on the nozzle
blocks to provide the disturbance. Because, in the first expansion, the
air is not ex~ded sufficiently to drop the static temperature below
the liquefaction point with the air unheated and no noticeable c@.nge in
wall static pressure occurred with changes in stagnation temperature,
the patterns in the first nozzle were obtained with the stagnation
temperature approxix!m.telyequal to roum temperature. Because of the
high stagnatioritemperature required to avoid liquefaction and a thick
boundary layer, satisfactory patterne were not ~btained for the second
expansion.

Total+n?essure survey.–The stagnation pressure probes used in the
nozzles are shown in figure 14. In the first expansion, a small probe
~Jected from.the t~el al and etiended to the center of the stream.
The”round tube ?rcznwhich the pressure tubes woJect was shown to have
no effect on the pressure readings inasmuch as the Wessures were
independent of the length of the measuring tubes. The ~essuxe
measured by these tubes ‘isthe pressure behind the normal shock which
forms across the front of the tube. At the end of the first nozzle,
this pres’sureis approximately one-tenth of the stagnation pressure: In
the test section at the design Wch number, the total-head tubes read
only 1.5 percent of the free-stream total presswe.

.
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The static pressures have been obtained from wall orifices and have
been assured constant laterally across the test section (that is, no
variation with the Y coordinate) at the given XZ+tation.

Stagnation temperature.- The stagcatio~temperature survey was made
with the temperature probe shown in figure 14. This probe is a light-
weight double-shielded thermocouple with bleed holes at the rear OF the
shields which allow a small amount of air to flow through the probe.
The probe was designed to be as light as possible so as to give a minimum
of tem~rature lag. The ratio of the tem~ratures of the probe and
the settling-chember thermocouple reached a steady value over the latter
part of the run.

IYee+tream static pressures.-No fre+stream static pressures were

obtained because the poor flow in the nozzles made their measurement
difficult. Since the nozzle appeared unsatisfactory for testing
purpmes, further or more complete surveys than herein described were
not warranted.

operatingconditions.- Plots of the results of a typical test run
are presented in figure 15. Although the stagnation pressure v~ies
appreciably during the test period, the ratio of the wall static
pressure to settlin~hamber pressure remaiqs essentially constant. In
this figure, the duration of the run is seen to be approxhately
30 seconds, with conditions reasonablywel.1’stabilized after 8 seconds.
In eneral, the settlin&chamber temperature is maintained between

~650 and 850° F. Slightlylower tem~ratures were obtained for the
sIwcial tests at low settllng+hamber pressures because of the high-
percentage heat losses at the low pressures. All runs, however, were
made with the test-section static temperature above the liquefaction
tem~rature for the pressures at which the tests were made.

The dew point of the air in the system was maintained at a
temperature below +0° Fat atmospheric pressure for ~1 runs.

In the nozzle? the free+tream Reynolds number ~r foot of length
Is high because of high air velocities and the low viscosity,.even
though the density is low. In the constant Msph nunibersection at the
end of the first ex~ion, a Reynolds number of about 14 million per
foot is obtained which decreases to about 4.8 million per foot at the
test section. (The test-section Reynolds number Nr foot is that which
would be experienced at an altitude of about 54,000 ft at a Mach nuniber
of 7.)

CONFIDENTIAL
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Wall-pressure surveys.- Pressure measurements were made along the
center line of the PI-lel walls of the first nozzle. The pressures
have been converted to indicated Mach nuniber(7 = 1.4 isentropic flow)
and me presented in figure 16 along with a theoretical.or design Mach
number distribution. Through the first portion of,the nozzle, the
theoretical and experimental curves are nearly identical. As the constant
Mach nuder portion of the curve is approached, the experimental curve
drops below the theoretical. This deviation l?,attributed largely to
the growth of boundary layer and will be discussed in more detail in a
later section.

The variation of the theoretical and experimental indicated Mach
number distribution along the center line of the wall of the second
expansion is presented in figure 17. This fi~e indicates that th”e
actual expnsion starts earlier than the theoretical exp?msion and that
appreciable effect from boundary layer occurs at the sudden expznsion.
The nozzle is not functioning as the design conditions predicted. A-”
maximum indicated Mach number along the center line of 6.67 is obtained
at station 66. Beyond this station, a wavy distribution is obtained
which probabl’yoriginates from the poor flow at the st@ of the second
expansion.

The pressures were measured over mgst of.t,heflat wall of the first
expansion. These results ~ presented in fi~e 18 as a Mach number
contour plot. The top half of the figure presents the theoretical or
design contours, whereas the lower half shows the.experimental contours.
Small crosses in this figure show the locationof the prees~e orifices
from which the results were obtained. The pressures in the first
portion of this expnsion agree reasonably well with the theoretical

-.

pressures until a Mach number of about 4.10 is obtained. Beyond this
point, the actual contours differ greatly from the theoretical. As
shown previously in figure 16, the final design Mach nuniberis never
reached. The variation in indicated ~ch nuniberover the center and
rear portion of first expansion of the nozzle .isactually small and
represents a mximum variation of little over 1 percent..-

A similar contour plot is presented in figure 19for the second
expansion. The difference shown between the theoretical and experimental
contours indicates that a completely different type of flow is taking
place from that for which the nozzle was dedigned. The deviation of the
contours from the theoretical is too great to be explained by any
simple system of ex_@nsion and compressionwaves. It is interesting to
note that a meximum indicated Mach number of 6.79was olltainedat the
66-inch station slightly off the center line. A small area about
8 inches long and 3 inches high in the test section had less than
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a l-percent variation in Mach nmiber. These Mach nunibersobtained from
wall pressures and settli~hember pressure sre subject to unknown
corrections due to losses in total pressure and variations in static
pressure from the wall to the center of the stream.

‘ Disturlmnce patterns in first ex~ion.-Schlieren photographs,
shown in figures 20(a) end 20(b), were taken of the disturbance ,~ttern
caused by the tape. - tie expoiti~ time for figure 20(a) was a f&
microseconds, while that for 20(b) was 1/50 second. LLSO, in
figure 20(b), sum of the upstream tape has been remaved. Elgure 20(c)
is a scblieren picture-without flow which shows the flaws in the windows
and reference wires.

I!Yomthese and other similar schlieren photographs, the comparison
shown in figure 21 has been made between the shock ~tterns and
theoretical.Wch waves. In general, the disturbance from the front
edge of the tape indicates slightly higher shock angles than the
theoretical Mach angle; however, the disturbance from the rear of the
tape at a point 2 inches downstream of the first minhum has the same
angle as ah?achwave. The strengbh of a shock from the leading edge
of a 0.003>inch-thick tape apparently cannot be ent~rely neglected in
determining the Mach angle in the flow. This com~lson shows that no
strong disturbances exist in this part of the expansion, which is
indicated also by the wall--pressuresurvey.

Durfng the study of the disturbance in the first expansion, a
photograph was obtained of the breakdown of the.supersonic flow as the
shock progressed upstream. This photograph is presented as figure 22
for general interest. The upstream end of the turbulent area does not
appear to be the shock f&ont but probably results from boundary-layer
separation caused by the high pressures behind the shock traveling
upstreem ahead of the shock through the boundary layer. Shocks csm be
seen to travel tito the turbuleti area.

Total-pressure survey in the first e~sion.– The results from a
total-pressure survey can be used to indicate losses in the stream. for
with constant static pressure, the lower the pressure recovery, the lower
the total pressure. Care must be exercised, however, when a corresponding
static—~essurq survey is not obtained since a lower pressure recovery
could also indicate a higher Mach number if the total pressme is
constant and the static press”imevariable. In the case under
consideration where the distance between the walls is sml.1, a loss in
recovery primarily indicates a loss in total pressure. The pressure

. recovery at the end of the first nozzle is shown in figure 23. At the
center line (that 1s, at Y = O), there is essentially no region of
constant pressure recovery, thus this plot indicates that nearly all the
flow Is boundary layer in this region. Out from the center line
(that is, at Y = –2.25 and Y = 4.00), the recovery pressure does

. coIrE’IDENTIAL
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not fall off so rapidly toward the wall. Figure 24, which is a contour
plot of the recoveries across the end of the first step, also shows
these results. This figure again indicates that the growth of the
boundary layer is the greatest at the center line. An exxmd.nationof
the apparent boundary layer estimated from total-p?essure recoveries
along the longitudinal center line of the first expansion is shown in
figure 25. Indicatedhy this figure is a very rapid rate of growth and
resulting very thick boundary layer in the last 80 percent of the
nozzle along the center’line. The high Reynolds nuniberin this portion
of the nozzle and the absence of any primary stabilizing effects indicate
that the boundary layer should be turbulent. The fi~e shows tht the
boundary layer in the turbulent form seems to begin approximately
4 inches after the throat. The boundary lay& before this point is too
thin to be measured hy the method used. Thus, a laminar boundary layer
is indicated from stations O to 4 which can be explained by the presence
of a very favorable pressure.~adient in this region which tends to have
a large stabilizing influence though the Reynolds number is high. The
thicker region of low-energy air at the center (see fig. 24) canbe
explatied on the basis that the air here travels in a fiegionof
essentially constant Wessure for a greater ~mgth of surface than the
air floting on either side, as can be seen in figure le. The boundsry ,
layer at the center line is thickened also hy the flow of boundary
layer from the relatively high pressure region near the nozzle blocks
tuward the center line of the wall.

Total-Wessure survey in the second expEmsion.- The pressure
recoveries measured by total+head tubes across the test section are
shown in figure 26. At the vertical center line, the total pressure
drops away very rapidly toward the walls. At 2 inches each side of the
vertical center line, the pressure recovery first increases, then
decreases toward the wall. A more complete survey of the Press~e
recovery in the test section is shown ih figure 27 as a contour plot.
This figure shows a lerge low-pressure area ~rotruding into the stream
from the top and bottom. It is shown subsequently that there is a
general flow in toward the center of the stream. Along the horizontal
center lfne, a low-pressure+e covery area also projects into the stream>
which probably results from the sams type of boundary-byer flow which
was encountered in t“hefirst step. Pressure+recovery factors could not
be obtained closer to the side walls with the strut used because of
choking of the Ylcw between the wall and the strut.

Temmrature recove~.- Figure 28 presents the resats from a tempex
ature survey made by a stagnatiotiemperature probe. The contours in
this figure are ratios of absolute stagnation temperature to absolute
settli~-er temperature. This figure shows that a large area of
low-energy alr is projecting into the streamJust as uaq shown in
figure 27. The lower stagnatiotiemperature recoveries_represerrt
considerable loss in total ener~ in these @rts of the stream.

.
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Recovery factors of over 98.5percent should not be erpected since
stagnation Pobes with negligible heat losses are difficult to construct.

Effect of settliu-chauiber wessure on Pressure recovery and
indicated Mach nuxber.- In surveys of this nozzle, large changes in
settlin~haniber pressure were found to have en appreciable effect
upon the indicated Mach number. This effect is shown in figure 29 for
one station at the end of the second expansion emd three stations in the
test section. These plots indicate that a decrease in the settling–
chamber pressure has only a slight tendency to diminish the Mach ntier
at the high pressures; the diminution of Mach number increases as the
settlin~hmiber pressure Is decreased to moderate values, and, at small
pressures, the Mach nmiber decreases rapidly with decreas& pressure.

The primsry changes that give rise to this effect occur in the
boundary layer of the first expansion and affect the entire nozzle flow.
This is indicated by the changes shown in the pressure recovery taken
at the end of the first expamsion for various settlin~hamber
pressures in figure 30. This figure shows that the deviation between
the curves for the highest settling+hamber pressure and the curves for
the lower pressures increases as the pressure decreases. The deviation
is @l between 45 and 22 atmospheres and comparatively large between
22 and 10 atmospheres - below. The variation in Mach number is also
affected by changes in heat conduction in the flow as the settlin~
chamber pressure is lowered. Thus, figures 29 and 30 indicate that the
effect of changing boundary layer on indicated Mach nmiber assumes a
large magnitude below about 15 atmospheres.

It is interesting to note that the lowest stagnation prpssures
obtained in this survey correspond to test-section stream pressures of
about 1 millimeter of mercury. At this pressure with the low free-
streem temperature existing in the test section, the mean free ~th of
the free-streemafr is approximately 0.001 inch, while in the boundary
layer the mean free path is increased to roughly 0.005 inch and the free
path may begin to have a slight effect on the boundary layer.

2’-t- ection -C h number.-The Mach nunibersin the test section are
presented in figures 31 to 33 as calculated from:

(1) Wall and settlin~hamber pressure

(2) Wall and total~ead tube pressures

(3) COne s~face Pressures and total+ead tube pressures

(4) A schlieren cone shock survey

.
coNFIDmm
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The Mach nmnber across the test section, calculated from wall
pressures and settl~haniber stagnation pressure (with,ieentropic
flow assumed), is cumpared.in figure 31 with the Mach nmnber distrib~
tlon at three stations across the test section calculated from the wall
static and total-head tube pressures. Both tithods assume that no
static-pressure gradients exist across the width of the test section,
and the vertical static-pressure distribution qt the wall ms assmd to.
apply at sLl stations across the width of the stream. At the center of
the test section (Z = O), the results of the two methods--differby about
7 percent. For Y = O, this difference increases extremely rapidly as
the wall is approached, the @h number from the total h~ad mdtil
pressures dropp,ingoff to compsxatlvely low values; and at Y = 2
and -2, this same drop occurs, but starting a ggeater di~tace out from _.. .
the vertical center llne. Figure 26 shows that the total-head~ube
readings are extremely low at the horizontal walls. ~ese low readings
explain the large drop in the Lllachnumber tow&d these walls as obtained
from the total–pressure readings. The differg~e in the Mach nwber
between the two methods can be explained largely on the basis that the

.-

flow in the nozzle is not isentropic and that large lo’ssesoccur. A
small part of this tisshilarity can also be caused by the fact that the
wall static pressures probably do not accurately indicate the free-
stream static pressure, and the,value of y (the ratio of the specific
heats) may not be in exact accord with the assum@iog of 7 = 1.40.

Although the pressure.recoverywas measured at station X = 89.7,
and the static pressures at X = 90.5 in the test section, the error
caused by the difference in the actual static p?essures and press~e
recoveries between the two stations may be neglected because of their
closeness.

.

—
—

.

—

.

-..

The results of four surveys of Mach number have been included in
figure 32 for the vertical center line and 2 Inches to either side at .
station 90.5. These surveys are:

(1) Mach number frmn wall static press&e and pressure recovery
.—

(replotted from fig. 31)

(2) Wch number from cone surface pressure,and pressure recovery

(3) Wch humber from measurement of shock em~es from a 10° COne

(4) Mach nuuber”from measurement of shock emgl.esfrom a 4° cone
.—

,-.

At the vertical center line, the Mch n~bers calculated from the wall
static and total-head tube readings agree with.the results from the
100-cone surface pressures. -The values obtained from the measurement of

.—

shock angles from the 4° cone are somewhat higher than those frmn the

coNmDmIAIl “ ““
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wall static pressures of the cone surface pressures. Still higher Mach
nunibersare obtained at the center from the shock angles for the
lc)”-included+e cone.

A factor that may partially explain the difference in the curves
is the fact that with such a poor distribution the flow is sommhat
erratic, and the methods use-din making the celculations may not be
accurate with such large gradients as are present.

All these plots show that “theMach number decreases greatly toward
the top and bottom of the test section; this sharp decrease indicates
that at the vertical center line (Y = O), the boundary layer extends to
the center of the stream. On each side of the vertical center line
(at Y = 2 and +), somewhat flatter distributions are obtained, but
a@.n the Maoh number drops off greatly, though the drop is displaced to
a position nearer the wall and better agreement is obtained between the
pressure end shock data. Unfortunately, data for not all the methods
were obtained at these positions.

From the comparison of the Maoh numbers from thb data of wall
pressures and the data of cone surface pressures (fig. 32(h)), the
percentage static–pressure variation in the stream is seen to be small
compared tith the percentage variation in total-pressure. The Mach
number variations are due almost entirely to totel-pressure variations.

Figure 33presents the results for horizontal surveys at three
vertical stations at X = 90.5. At Y= O on this station, the Mach
number, as determined frcm cone surface pressures, shows appreciable
decreases toward the vertical walls, whereas 2 inches above and below
this position the Mach number increases greatly toward the vertical
walls. This difference is a consequence of the low-energy region that
extends into the flow and has been shown previously; however,
appreciable scatter exists. At Z . 0, the agreement, between the two
methods (cons surface pressure and cone shocks) is good near the center
of the stream. Away from the center at Z = O, the cone pressures
indicate,a decreasing Mach nuniberwhereas the results from the measure-
ments of shocks show am increasing Mach number. In this case at Z = O,
the results from the cone surface pressures seem to be the more likely.

The .MAchnumber obtained from cone Statfc pressures and total.–
pressure readings is considered to give the most accurate indication of
Mach nuniberin this survey. The Wch number calculated from wall static
pressures and the total pressure in the stream agrees with the Mach
number determined from the cone static pressures and total-wessure
measurement in the stream. In this nozzle, the percentage lateral-
static—wessure variation is small compared with the percentage tot6l-
pressure variations. The method by which the Mach nmibbr is obtained
from cone+hock measurements is, in general, subject to inaccuracies

. co-mm
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since, for one Mach number range obtained in the test section, the
change in shock angle with large changes in Mach numler is small. For
a variation in Wch number from 6.5 to 7.5, the change in shock
semiangle for a 10° cone is only 1°. Probably the best accuracy that
could be expected in measuring cone shocks would be O.1O, Where the
shock is curved, relatively large errors in determining shock singles
could be expscted. Boundary layer on the cone is believed to have had
only a small effect upon the data obtained in the cone surveys. wall
static and settling+heuiber pressures do not accurately determine the
Mach number.

Flow am?les in the test section.- Fluw angles have been computed
both from the shock angles from cones and from.cone surface Pressures
and are presented in figures 34and 35. —

.

The most complete survey of flow angle was obtaiqed_at station 88.7
for the vertical flow deflection along the vertical center line
(fig. 34(a)).

.-

T%is figure indicates that at this station there iS a _
strong vertical flow towaxd the center of-the stream. (Actually the
theory of reference 2, upon which the flow -gles were calculated,
assumes that the flow angles are small and that the flow is uniform.)
Considerable stagnation pressure and Mach number gradients are present
in these tests, and, where the flow angles ap~,oach 6°, they cannot be
considered small; however, the nuignitudeof the flow &@les is
considered to be approximately correct. This agreement of results
over most of the range between the shock~e..and the cone+urface-

.-

pressure data is considered good. ,. ...—

The horizontal survey of the horizontal flow deflection at Z = O
.

presented in figure 34(b) indicates that the horizontal flow mgles are
small and largely within the accuracy of the measurements.

At station 90.5 at the vertical center line (fig. 35(b)), the flow
angles in the vertical plane are essentially the semas_t hoseat
station 88.5 over a large portion of the curve, althou@ less dati-ai%-
available. One additional curve is included which was taken from 4°+one
data. Reasonable agreement is evident between the methods. .---,.—

At 2 inches to either side of the vertical center line (figs. 35(a)
and 35(c)), the results from the shock indicate a considerably smaller
flow towsrd the horizontal center line (actuslly they indicate flow to
a point slightly above the horizontal center line). A maximum angle of
less than 2° was measured at these stations; hawever, only shock data
were obtained.

Horizontal flow angles across the test section are ~esented in
figures 35(d), 35(e), and 35(f). Any definite trends in flow direction ---

COKl?IDENTIAL 1!
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are difficult to determine from these figures, but the -glee are
comparatively small and, for the most ~, within the errors of the
measurement technique.

Both methods by which the flow -es in the stream were obtained
are su?Jject to large possible ereors. The method using cone static
pressure depends on a small difference between two pressures. This
difference was of the same magnitude as the accuracy of the measurements
for low angles. “Themethod using com+shock angles depends on the.
measurement of shocks from schlieren photographs. The inaccuracies
involved in measuring shock angles have previously been discussed. Both
methods axe based on the assumption of uniform flow over the area
affecting the measurements and on the assumption that the flow angles
are &l. The,flow, however, has been shown to have”l=ge gradients,
and the flow angles ere large. For these reasons, the results from the
flo+angle surveys are considered to be qualitative only.

IYessure ratio required to maintain flow.- Because of the poor flow
obtained in this nozzle, no specific effort was made to detemnine the

to=test-sectio~ea ratios upon theeffect of vsxious seconi+nie
pressure ratio required to maintain flow. During the course of the
investigation, however, data were obtained for the pressure mt io
required with and without the model support strut in place and are
presented herewith for general interest. For applicattons to any but
the nozzle reviewed in this report, the data are to be considered merely
qualitative.

Without the model support strut, because of a small contraction
after the test section, there is a slight second+ninimum effect for
which the area ratio is 0.951. For this condition, the pressure ratio
required was about 150. With the model support strut in place, the area
ratio was reduced to 0.779, and the pressure ratio required reduced to
approximately go. Thus, a decrease of @ percent in the pressure ratio
required to maintain flow is obtained. The model suppoti strut,
vertically spanning the tunnel just after the test section, was diamond
sham in cross section, 2 inches wide and 20 inches long.

General discussion of the nozzle characteristics.- The results have
shown that the,flow through this nozzle was entfrely unsatisfactory
for use in a wind tunnel. The origin of the poor flow is in the first
expansion of the n’ozzle. The flow has been shown to fo~ow the
theoretical flow to aptioximately the pd.nt at which the center-line
Mach number is theoretically constant. Total-pressure studies have
shown that just ahead of this point, on the center line of the walls,
a rapid growth of a~ent boundary layer begins.
end of the nozzle, the ap~rent boundary kyer is
the vertical center line than on either side.

CONTYDENTIAL
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The rate of growth of boundary layer along”the center line of the
side wall of the first expension is considerably larger than can be
accounted for by the compressible turbtient-boundary-layer theories of
reference 5. Heat transfer to the walls and boundary-layer flows make
an analysis of the boundary layer with the actual nozzle conditions
extremely difficult. Throughout most of the length of the nozzle, the
pressure at the center line of the puallel w@ls is muchlower than
that at the edges near the nozzle blocks. This pressure gradient has
a tendency to cause boundary-layer flow from the nozzle blocks toward
the centerline of the ~lel walls. As the flows from the two sides
meet at the center line, their mmentum carries them into the stream
and starts a circulation in the flow. This circulation is apparently
carried over into the second nozzle, since a flow toward the center of
the stream was found to exist along the vertical center line as far
downstream as the test section. The carry+ver of this circulation is
further evidenced by the region of lo+ener~ air which pro~ects into
the stream along the top and bottom of the v.eti,~cal-ce@ey line as
measured by both total-head tubes and stagnatio-temmrature thermc+
couples. This circulation may be augmented somewhat at the sudden
expmsion by the poor velocity distribution at the end of the first
nozzle. A small countercirculation iS apparently set UP ~ong the
vertical walls of the second e~sion as shm,by the low-ener~
areas projecting into each side of the stream along the horizontal center
line (fig. 24). The pressure gradients on the side walls-of the second “-
“expansionwould tend to originate the same typ of flow in the bomdary
layer as exists in the first expmsion; however, the boundary-layer
flow has not so long to develop and also the cross secti%n of the second_
expansion is of considerably better proportions,

The distance between the parallel walls in the firs~ expansion is
..

so small compared with the distance between the nozzle bl~ks that this _
type of boundary-layer flow can have a very pronounced effect on the
nozzle flow. The effect of this boundery layer would pro%ably be
less if the sudden expemsion at the beg~~ 0.!the secQ@ stel?of ._
the nozzle were replaced by a more gradual onaj”however~ the ~~
cause for the poor flow would still exist. Because the flow Is
very unfavorable and is virtually all boundary layer at the center line
at the end of the first expansion, the present :nozzlewould be difficult
to modify to obtain satisfactory performeace’.“;~obably, the most likely
method of correcting the flow in this nozzle woiid be to.~.emovethis
boundary layer In the first e~sion as it builds up, thereby
eliminating the Possibility of boundary-layer flow and its resulting
circulation. The possibility that-boundary-layer removal would result
in em improvement of the flow in this nozzle c= only be conjectural
as too large a percentage of the air my have to be removed in order
to make the effects of the boundary layer on the flow.negligible.
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Another possibility of improving the nozzle flow would be to
improve the proportions of the first ex~fon so that the distance
between the parellel walls Is a greater percentage of the distance
between the nozzle blocks. Even with improved ~oport ions boundary-
layer removal at the end of the fIrst nozzle would ~obably be required
to obtain satisfactory flow in the second nozzle.

The problems associated with the singl~tep nozzle appear to be
less difficult than those required to make the flow in the tw~tep
nozzle satisfactory. The use of a single-step nozzle therefore ap~ars
to be a better approach to obtain satisfactory flow at M = 7. During
preparation of this report, tests of a single-step nozzle were in
progress. Preliminary inspection of the results indicate that the flow
in this design is reasonably uniform both as regards Mach nuder
distribution and stresm angularity.

C!ONCLUDINGREMARKS

Tests in am n-inch h~rsonic tunnel have shown that, although a
maximum Mach number of shout 6.5 was obtained, the tw~tep or doull~
ex~sion nozzle investigated was unsatisfactory for a hypersonic
tunnel. Large lo=nergy areas pro~ected into the streem along the
vertical center line of the nozzle. The air flowed toward the center
of the stream at large angles on the order of 60along the vertical
center line. A circulation emanating from the flow of boundary layer in
the first expansion of the nozzle, combined with the thick boundary
layer at the end of the first ex_&ension,ap~ared to be the cause of the
poor flow in the test section. The test-section Rrcentage static-
pressure variations were comgare.tivelysmall as evidenced by the
agreement of Madh ntmiberfrom the data of wall pressures and the data of
the cone-surface pressures. The Mach number variation is almost entirely
due to losses in total pressure through the stream.

Settling-dumber pressures had a definite influence upon the nozzle
Mach number. The effect was appreciable at settli~hamber pressures
below about 15 atmospheres and was traced to changes in the boundary
layer of the fipst exgamsion with chemges in taettling-chaziberpressure,
the variation being appreciable when the settl~hamber pressure was
reduced from about 20 to 10 atmospheres.

From the difficulties encountered tith this nozzle, it appears that
both boundary-layer control and better Proportions in the first
expe.nsfonwould be required to obtain satisfactory flow in this type of
nozzle.

.
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IYeltiinsry inspection of the results
under investigation during the preparation

NACA m L5G26 --.

from a single-step nozzle -.
of this report indicates ..

that the flow is reasonably uniform both as regerds Mach number
distrilnrtionend streem angularity. —

Langley Aeronautical.Laboratory
Nationsl Advisory Co?mnittqefor Aeronautics

Langley Air Force Base, Va.
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Etm-t expension Seoond e~lon

(:. ) (:.) (:.) (:. )
o 0.333 31.140

}
0.750 straight

.100 .335 41.746 2.668 line

.200 .341 43.415 2.954

.300 .350 45.311

.400
3.245

.362 47.533 3.546
.500 ~;g 50.143
.600

3.853
53.=8 4.160

.
E

55.853 4.459
:% 61.164 4.739

:900 .478 66.2g2 4.981
1.030 .512 72.416 5.163
1.100 .550 78.003 5.245
1.200 81.484

‘:%
5.257

1.300 82.015 5.257
1.375 .678
1.4g8 .746
1.866 .938
2.343 1.172
2.855 1.415
3.655 1.721.
4.545 2.043
5.534 2.362
6.669 2.683
8.106 ;.03;
9.941
12.168 31815
14.768 ;.I&8
17.961
22.055 4:783
26.378 4.939
.30.440 4.975
goal 4.975
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Figure 2.– Hig&preSsure tank.
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Figure 4.- View of the tunnel fran the bat exchanger to the 2&inch valve.
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Figure 6.-view
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Figure 7.- s.gc~ e-ion with a side plate removed and tedi+?c_Mon side plate tith -OW

In place.
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Figure 9.–Six+apsub pressure recorder with film drum in @ace.
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(a) No flow.

Figure 12.- Schlieren photographs of a 4° cone.
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(a) No flow.

(%) M equal approximately 6.5.
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Figure 13.–Schlleren photographs of a 10° cone.
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